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A Newsletter and Special Update
for the Alumni, Parents & Friends of
École Notre Dame des Victoires
Summer 2021

Nous Célébrons
Nos Professeurs!

School News
Letter from the Principal

Dear Alumni, Family, and Friends of NDV,
This has been an extraordinary year at NDV and I am so proud of the many ways our staff, parents,
alumni, and friends have pulled together to support our students through the pandemic. We started
the 2020-2021 school year entirely online as required by the San Francisco Department of Public
Health and, in October of 2020, with great effort and redirection of resources, we were one of the first
schools in San Francisco to open for in-person learning.
Despite the challenges we faced this school year, we remained focused on the needs of our students
and families and NDV remained an exemplar for distance, hybrid, and in-person learning. We were
able to accomplish this through the hard work of our teachers and the many adaptations made to the
delivery of classroom instruction at critical times throughout the pandemic. This work required all
staff to work nights, weekends, and through scheduled breaks. Our parents, too, worked diligently
and gracefully to maintain their own work from home balance in addition to turning their bedrooms,
living rooms, and kitchen tables into classrooms. When NDV was able to open in October for hybrid/
in-person learning, parents worked together to shuttle children to and from school and to coordinate
with one another to support their children and the teachers through the transition. Our students worked diligently to keep up with
classwork and to take advantage of new ways to stay in touch with teachers and friends outside of the school day. Our alumni responded
to our requests for financial assistance with generosity in ways we have never experienced before.
The results are astounding! 100% of our classes tested in the high achievement high growth category according to the Renaissance
STAR test, 100% of our teaching staff is returning for the 2021-2022 school year, 100% of our families who were unable to pay their
tuition due to pandemic related income/job loss received scholarships, our first Annual Giving Day raised $53,000, and our donations
increased substantially thanks to the generosity of NDV supporters.
We used Les Amis and Giving Day donations for the following purposes: to fund scholarships for teachers and students, install air
conditioning/mechanical ventilation in five classrooms, purchase personal protective equipment (PPE), install a master key system,
acquire and provision 180 new iPads for students, acquire and provision 15 new computers for teachers, complete major electrical
upgrades, install new fire doors, and upgrade the internet firewall.
This was a very difficult year, but NDV thrived through the pandemic in many ways and we see that the real value in our community
is in being together. We were able to end this school year with many in-person events including graduations, Confirmations, First
Communions, and CYO sports. The anticipation of next school year brings with it continued joy and hope as we plan and resume the
many activities and events that contribute greatly to the strength of our community. I am so proud of NDV and so grateful to each of you
for the gifts of prayer and financial support. I hope you will join us in celebration at the Bal de Paris at NDV on November 6, 2021.
May God bless you and your family as richly as He has blessed NDV this year,
Sarah

Letter from the Alumni Director

Celebration is the theme of this issue of Salut! Our fantastic teachers, the pillars of the NDV community,
continued their remarkable efforts during this challenging year and a half, assuring NDV's position in
the top tier rankings of Catholic schools in San Francisco.
We celebrate our teachers' years of service to NDV and their personal educational accomplishments.
We celebrate alumni who have returned to NDV to be teachers or classroom aides. We celebrate NDV's
art teacher, Jen Lake, who established the art department 20 years ago and continues to share her love
for art with her students in Grades K through 8.
We celebrate the generous support of our alumni and alumni parent community who helped NDV
cover the unexpected expenses incurred as a result of the pandemic crisis. On NDV's first ever Giving
Day in December, 60% of the donors were alumni and alumni parents. We celebrate the alumni class
of 1985 who won first place for raising the most money on Giving Day - félicitations! Everyone in the
class who is in our database will receive a special NDV prize.
And finally, we celebrate our 8th graders who will be remembered for their accomplishments and
resilience. Congratulations to the Class of 2021!
Alumni, let us know what's happening! “NDV Alumni Central" will be a new column featuring announcements about the alumni. Send
us your good news today!
Have a wonderful summer. Bonnes vacances!!
Bernadette
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School News
NDV celebrated Mr. Tsokas
Day to mark the anniversary
of the passing of our beloved
P.E. teacher and athletic
director, Dimitrios Tsokas.
The theme of the day was
“Live Like Tsokas!” Students,
teachers and staff were
invited to dress and look
like Mr. Tsokas by wearing
their gym clothes and funny
mustache stickers provided
by the school! Buttons with
Mr. Tsokas’s picture and the
words “Live Like Tsokas”
were distributed to everyone
on campus. The students had
a wonderful time reflecting
on his life and memory.
Congratulations to NDV Academic Decathletes
for their hard work in representing NDV at the
2021 Academic Junior Decathlon.

Class of 2021 Confirmation was celebrated in a
socially distanced liturgy on Saturday, March 27
on the NDV schoolyard.
Father Juan Gonzalez, S.M., presided.
March 8th we
transitioned to full
days of in-person
learning! Students
were greeted
at the entrance
of the school with
bubble machines
and colorful chalk
drawings. The MKG
Auditorium was
transformed into
a lively recreation
room to provide
students with
socially distanced
playtime options
during recess.

Congratulations to the Class of 2027 who received
their First Holy Communion at NDV Church
in a socially distanced liturgy.

The NDV virtual Talent Show featured our
wonderful students displaying their many
talents. The link is still on the Family Distance
Learning Site for your enjoyment.

The 8th grade students presented
"The Mystery of Custodia," a thrilling virtual
mystery musical that was enjoyed by the
NDV community near and far!
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School News
Teacher Spotlight: Jen Lake
I was born in Massachusetts and
throughout my childhood our family
moved up and down the eastern
seaboard because my father was a
minister. Throughout my younger
years we moved to several churches
and we lived as far north as Maine,
and as far south as Alabama. I’ve
also spent time in Chicago and the
middle of Pennsylvania. “Home” is
southeastern Virginia where both sets
of my grandparents still live and
where I went to college. I’ve lived in
San Francisco the longest because I
love it here.
Why did you want to become a teacher?
I thought I did, and then three-quarters of the way through my art education degree, I decided I wanted to get a studio fine arts degree.
I had been teaching in lots of different settings (studios, camps and private sessions) on my own for a few years when my husband, Bob,
and I decided to make a big change. He decided to go back to school to get his Masters in Fine Arts and we wanted a scenery change.
We left southeastern Virginia and moved to San Francisco! I had been working in retail visual departments and was ready for a new
setting and challenge and applied to NDV for the 2nd grade aide position (lucky me, Mr. Charles was the teacher!). I loved it - I loved the
community, the French culture and being around children. The following year I began teaching art at NDV and the official art department
was born. I developed the curriculum for Kindergarten to 8th grade and here I still am!
You’ve been a teacher at NDV for 20 years, what would you say is the biggest challenge since you started in 2001?
The biggest change by far is technology! When I began, I had just turned over my pager for a flip phone and we had just purchased
our very first (very heavy!) laptop! There were only desktop apple c-mac’s in school and I didn’t even have a computer for my first few
years here.
What do you like most about teaching at NDV?
I love that I grow with the students through their years growing with me. I love the enthusiasm of the littles and the real life discussions
and important issues that I tackle with my middle school students. I am forever proud of my students and I LOVE when they come back
to visit me. Sharing my passion for the visual arts with young minds truly brings me so much joy.
How has the experience of teaching during a pandemic impacted you?
Teaching during the pandemic has been a roller coaster, but has resulted in positive changes. By tapping into my instinctive flexibility as
a teacher, and reaching out to my wide art educator community for support and ideas, I discovered new ways to sustain ongoing interest
digitally and shifted up this knowledge to my lesson plans!
What are your hopes for the future of NDV?
I hope NDV maintains its lovely, caring community and the French culture remains an important part of the little French school
downtown.
If you were hosting a dinner party, which of your favorite artists (living or dead) would you invite and why?
If I were to host a dinner party I would invite the following artists: Yoko Ono, Margaret Kilgallen, Kiki Smith, Louise Bourgeois, Paula
Modersohn-Becker, Deborah Roberts, Florine Stettheimer, Hilma af Klint, Frida Kahlo, Yayoi Kasama, Kara Walker, Georgia O’Keefe,
Jordan Casteel, Ann Hamilton, Clementine Hunter, Nancy Holt and for our final guest, Vincent Van Gogh as our one male representation.
:) I think he’d get along very well with this menagerie of fierce and talented women artists! Of course, this would have to be a really long
dinner party because there would be a LOT to converse about! (If I included all of the artists I would invite we’d be dinner-partying for
a very long time!!)
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Alumni Corner
Nous Célébrons
Alumni Teaching at NDV:
Shown here, from left to right
Ms. Tatiana Ranis '09 GS, Kindergarten aide
Ms. Zoë Zabarte '03 GS, 2nd grade teacher
Mr. Matt Bergland '09 GS, recess aide
Mrs. Alex Rynes (née Katapodis) '94 GS, 1st grade teacher
Ms. Anna Jayo '04 GS, Athletic Director and P.E. teacher
Ms. Natalie Jayo '01 GS, TK aide

The Jayo sisters are back at NDV!
Natalie Jayo is a recent addition to the staff. She is taking a break
from her marketing/event planning career to work as the Transitional
Kindergarten aide for Ms. Carr! Natalie is a graduate of the class of
2001 and Anna Jayo is our Athletic Director and P.E. teacher, '04 GS

Alumni recruited during the pandemic:
Matt Bergland ('09 GS) and Tatiana Ranis ('09 GS)
Matt is the founding partner of Squadz, a start-up
company located in downtown SF where he is
Director of Community. Every Wednesday Matt
puts on his Tsokas whistle and helps out with
recess duty.
Tatiana is taking a break from her career in public
relations to work as the classroom/recess aide
for Kindergarten, and she is elated to be back
at NDV! Tatiana also coaches girls' basketball at
Urban High School.
Fun fact: Not only were Tatiana and Matt classmates
at NDV, they were partners for their 4th grade mission
project!
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Faculty & Staff Corner
Nous Célébrons 2020-2021 Milestones
Faculty & Staff years of service at NDV

We are blessed to have faculty who have dedicated over 30 years to the NDV community

Charles Cecilia

Maria Hoyt

Julia Villasenor

We are blessed to have faculty and staff who have dedicated over 10 years each to the NDV community

H Desiree Almendares, Staff
H Michelle Astabie, Staff
H Jen Lake, Faculty

H Alex Rynes (’94 GS), Faculty
H Jeanine Wiater, Faculty

We are blessed to have faculty and staff who have dedicated over 5 years each to the NDV community

H Stephanie Bergland, Faculty
H Michelle Bisson, Faculty
H Jen Carr, Faculty
H Marilyn Fischer, Staff
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H Kaytlyn Frumerman, Faculty
H Jen Jung, Faculty
H Cyril Palomo, Faculty
H Zoë Zabarte, Faculty

Teachers' Corner
Nous Célébrons Lifelong Learners
-- Teachers who recently earned graduate degrees and those who soon will:

Sarah Currier, MA Ed. Leadership,
Notre Dame (2019)

Anna Jayo, MA Ed. Sports Mgmt,
USF (2020)

Jen Jung, MA Ed.,
USF (2020)

Mika Kelly, MA Urban Education & Social Service,
USF (2021)

Jackie Amil, MS Ed. Leadership, Notre Dame (2022)
Sophia Shannon, MA Education, USF (2022)

-- Teachers who completed specialty certifications:
Orton Gillingham Training (a multi-sensory phonetic technique):
Jeanne Keene, Jen Carr, Alex Rynes, Zoe Zabarte, Jen Jung, Cindy Conway

Reading Instruction Program, University of San Diego (2021):
Jeanne Keene

California Credential Induction, UC San Diego (2020-2021):
Jen Carr, Zoë Zabarte, Alicia Stellini, Mika Kelly
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Alumni Corner
Alumni /
Alumni Parent
Donors

Denise Casanave Ryan ’52 GS, ’56 HS,
in memory of Terry Vella Hancock ’56 HS

Barbara Wiggin ’46 GS, ’50 HS, in
memory of Paul Zraggen ’46 GS

Peter Hogan ’60 GS

Joseph C. Grazioli ’62 GS

David F. McAuliffe ’52 GS

Gail B. Siri ’50 GS, in memory of
John Taddeucci ’50 GS

Victoria (Wong) Young ’60 HS

Davalos Family (Stephen ’83 GS,
Linda ’81 GS, Leslie ’86 GS)

Robin Rowland ’67 HS

Marlynn Lancelotti ’58 GS, ’62 HS

Jeannette Santini ’65 GS, ’69 HS

Louise Hughes ’45 GS, ’49 HS, in
memory of Yvonne Sangiacomo

Margaret C. Brennan ’42 GS, in honor of
the GS Class of ‘42

Renée Lorda Fassett ’62 GS, ’66 HS, in
memory of Grace and Bernard Lorda

Carla Repetto Webster ’62 GS, ’66 HS
in honor of the Rathgeb Family

Maria Baranowski ’67 GS

Yvonne Deasy Gowdey ’62 GS, ’66 HS,
in memory of Jack and Minna Lou Deasy

Adrian Buoncristiani ’54 GS
Maryellen Cull Shapiro ’67 HS
Marie-Therese Denning ’46 GS, ’50 HS,
in memory of Patsy (Murphy) Hallett
’46 GS, ’50 HS
Denise Repetto Branch ’61 GS, ’65 HS,
in memory of Claudette Lewis Melton
Smalley ’65 HS and in memory of Father
Etienne Siffert’s sisters: Jacqueline and
Madeleine
Gerald Del Rio ’63 GS
Sandra Servadei London ’60 GS
Clemens Family (Nicole ’96 GS,
Christie ’99 GS)
George Marchand ’50 GS, in memory of
John Taddeucci ’50 GS
Paul William Zgraggen ’46 GS

Rest in Peace:
Kenneth James Collins ’55 GS
Yvonne Sangiacomo, mother of Anne (’71
GS), Sandro (’73 GS), James (’74 GS),
Mark (’75 GS), Mary (’78), Maria (’79
GS), Susan (’80 GS)
John David Taddeucci ’50 GS
Patricia Murphy Hallett ’46 GS, ’50 HS
James W. Dixon ’46 GS
Paul William Zgraggen ’46 GS
Robert (Bob) O’Connor ’51 GS
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Raymond Casabonne ’67 GS
Norma Lee Dobay ’51 GS, ’55 HS
William R. Taylor ’63 GS
Ann Marie Silvestri Ellerhorst ’64 GS,
’68 HS
Doris M. Jackson ’65 GS
Irene Melani ’41 GS, ’45 HS
Colleen P. Knopf ’61 GS, in memory of:
Sr. Nancy O’Connor, CSJ ’48 GS, Capt.
Denis O’Connor ’54 GS, Sheila
O’Connor St. Sure ’57 GS
Rosalie Shea Collins, in memory of her
husband Kenneth James Collins ’55 GS

Mary C. Manangan ’83 GS

Robert Fajardo, MD, in memory of
Sr. Mary Philip (née Ana Gladys Fajardo)
Virginia Lai ’60 HS, in honor of the High
School Class of 1960
Kapulica Family (John ’76 GS,
Michel ’77 GS)
Brucken Family (Anna ’12 GS)
Mazzucco Family (Natalie ’06 GS
Matthew ’14 GS)
Reider Family (Alexandra (’02 GS), in
memory of Yvonne Carothers
Michael T. King ’53 GS

Robert C. Barrett, Jr. ’51 GS

Valerie C. Meehan ’38 GS, ’42 HS, in
honor of grandson Ty Meehan (7th grade)

Carmen Anne Delano, in memory of
Pat (Murphy) Hallett ’46 GS, ’50 HS

Kathleen Low ’66 HS, in honor of Sister
Alphonsine, CSJ (aka Henriette Lirette)

Claude Martini (née Esmiol) ’58 GS
June Ellis Catron ’36 GS, ’40 HS
Marianne Hayes Morrisey ’38 GS
David F. McAuliffe ’52 GS
Claudette Maccan ’52 HS
Barbara S. Scribner (née Stanley), ’56 GS
Judy Maiolini, (née Monaghan) ’62 GS,
’66 HS
Sister Margaret Ann Chincholle, CSJ
Jacqueline Archieri and Madeleine
Constant, sisters of Father Etienne Siffert

Memorial Service for
Paul Zgragggen '46 GS:
September 23, 2021
at 10:30am
St. Clare's Catholic Church
1950 Junction Blvd.
Roseville, CA

Alumni Corner
NDV
Giving Day
Supporters

Tricia Ace (née Castenada) ’63 GS, ‘67 HS
Alexander/Bucko Family
(Danielle Bucko ’11 GS)
Susan Applin ’72 GS
Kevin Arabejo ’03 GS
Anita Axt ’52 GS, ’56 HS
Stephen Baccari ’71 GS
Yvonne Banis ’75 GS
Luigi Barassi ‘15 GS
Leslie Bergholt ’86 GS
Lisa Bordachar ’80 GS
Bourne Family (Laura ’15 GS)
Denise (née Repetto) and John Branch
’61 GS, ‘65 HS
Joyce Camilleri ’58 GS
Sue Rydberg Canavan ’50 GS, ’54 HS
Sheila Canty-Vallier (née Kelly) ’52 GS
Andre Casabonne ’62 GS
Laureen Chew ’66 HS
Marina Chiappellone ’64 GS, ’68 HS
Clemens Family (Nicole '96 GS,
Christie '99 GS)
Catherine Consiglieri ’64 HS
Leora Crosetti ’44 GS
D’Amico Family, (Beatrice ’12 GS)
Sima-Joelle Daniel ’07 GS
Alexis Davis ’92 GS
Carol Davis ’50 GS, ’54 HS
Water Dawydiak ’73 GS
Yvonne Deasy-Gowdey ’62 GS, ’66 HS
Yvonne Diole (née Vacchieri) ’53 HS
Janelle Dong ’93 GS
Ameer Edwards ’85 GS

Suzanne Elicetche (née Puts)
’65 GS, ’69 HS
English Family (Emily ’05 GS,
Jack ’09 GS)
Jacqueline Esse (née Carlino) ’63 GS
Faddoul Family (Elena ’97 GS and
Awad ’11 GS)
Emma Fahy ’05 GS
Gianni Fassio ’54 GS
Marina Ferrigno ’92 GS
Maryann Firenze (née Gordon) ’59 GS
Flynn/McNally Family ’53 GS
Alexandria Forman-Ortiz ’04 GS
Dr. Henry Fourcade ’51 GS
Friedel/Hickey Family (Hannah ’13 GS)
Claudine Garrigues (née Domergue)
’51 GS, ‘55 HS
Natalie Geoffroy (née Varakin) ’72 GS
Helene Goode (née Vella) ’53 GS
Penny Green (née Dickerson) ’59 GS,
’63 HS
Claire Haag (née Haley) ’51 GS, ’55 HS
Hackel Family, (William ’11 GS)
Christopher Hanna ’59 GS
Denise Samper Jamison ‘59 GS, ’63 HS
Jayo Family (Natalie ’01 GS,
Anna ’04 GS)
Emma Jepsen ’04 GS
Johnson Family (Charlotte ’15 GS)
Maureen Johnson (née King)
’47 GS, ’51 HS
Tcherek Kamstra ’82 GS
John Kapulica ’76 GS
Nancy Keebler ’64 GS, ’68 HS
Caroline Kelly ’85 GS
Patrick Kelly ’84 GS
Clarice Lacau ’66 GS, ’70 HS
Kimberly Anne Lewellen ’93 GS
Regina Liu ’99 GS
Chloe Look ’07 GS
Bernadette Lorda ’65 GS, ’69 HS
Heather Luongo (née Hurabiell) ’88 GS
Jeanne Lycett ’58 GS
Marina Macchiagodena (née Tappin)
’69 GS, ’73 HS
Sheila Mahoney ’62 GS, ’66 HS
Lois Markovich ’61 GS, ’65 HS
Paulette Marty ’61 GS

Tabitha McGruder ’07 GS
Palmyra Medina (née Martini) ’58 GS
Jennifer Michaels ’88 GS
Andrea Milano ’81 GS
Montana Mirandilla ’08 GS
Denise Mizzi (née Michelini) ’68 HS
John Moxley ’03 GS
Peter Moxley ’05 GS
Muduryan Family (Sophia Osuna ’16 GS)
O’Neill Family (Maverick '18 GS,
Jaden '21)
Mary Owen, R.N.
(née DeCantillon) ’53 GS
Diane Piedemonte ’61 GS, ’65 HS
Sylvia Pignati (née Schembri) ’57 HS
Lyliane Piquet (née Hede) ’61 GS, ’65 HS
Plant Family (Camille ’12 GS and
Madeleine ’15 GS)
Nina Potepan ’07 GS
Georgine Premo (née Drees) ’51 GS
Preston/Osborn Family Sheila Pritchett
(née Cahill) ’53 GS
Rand/Yau Family (Claire ‘12 and
Jane ’14 GS)
Rozzelle/Shepherd Family (Josie ’15 GS)
Salam Family (Jillian ’02 GS and
Mariah ’06 GS)
Sandoval-Grenacher Family
(Sebastian ’12 GS)
Leilani Serrecchia ’61 GS, ’65 HS
Anne L. St. Lezin (née Louhoo)
’67 GS, ’71 HS
Stuart Family (Sunny ’16 GS)
Eric Tablante 2000 GS
Carol Tageson ’52 GS, ’56 HS
Marilyn Jean Talbot (née Andreoli)
’70 GS
Leslie Thomas ’99 GS
Dennis and Yvonne Trimble
(née Lagarde) ’56 GS, ’60 HS
Luis Urroz ’59 GS
Leland Van den Daele ’53 GS
Keith F. Varni ’43 GS
Armande (Amy) Wasmer ’52 GS, ’56 HS
Williams Family (Jay ’18 GS, Leah ’21 GS)
Kyle Wong ’04 GS
Wood Family (Nina ’11 GS)
Terrance Zachery ’84 GS
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NDV Alumni Central
1950s:
Robert Randall '51 GS attended NDV and has fond memories of playing
basketball with the CYO. He is retired and an avid reader of mystery novels.
Norma Cherbero (née Goudy) '51 GS, '55 HS celebrated her 60th wedding
anniversary in February and just became a great grandmother to Greyson.
Congratulations Norma!
Daniel Flynn '53 GS lives in Brussels and recently wrote the English translation
of an Italian novel, Esame de Coscientza di un letterato. For information on
purchasing this book, go to https://facebook.com/mincione.edizioni.

Robert Randall

1980s:
Mike McGoldrick '85 GS lives in Castro Valley with his family.
Mike is a city gardener and works in beautiful Golden Gate Park.
Gavin McGoldrick '88 GS lives in San Francisco with his family.
Gavin has been a SF firefighter since 2000.
Jennifer Okabe Michaels '88 GS is married, has two children
and lives in Scotts Valley. Jennifer is head of Global Sales for Apple
music.
Ronnie McGoldrick '89 GS is married and has two sons. Ronnie is
a police officer with the SFPD and lives in San Mateo.

1990s:

Best friends and classmates from ’88 GS get-together
Clockwise, from the top left
Megan Rathgeb, Heather Hurabiell Luongo,
Jennifer Okabe Michaels, Evelyne Etcharren McInerney

Henri Revel '97 GS is launching a new company in August, Eureka Tortilla. For more information, check out
his website at eurekatortilla.com. Congratulations and bonne chance Henri!
Stephanie Okabe Mates '99 GS is married and has four children. She is a realtor and part-time interior
decorator.
Santia La Trice Andrews '99 GS published a delightful children's book, Daddy's Big Day.
We bought a copy for the school. Congratulations Santia!
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School News
Nous Célébrons the Class of 2021!
A Parting Message from NDV Student Council:
"It has been one wild ride this year but we have gained so much more than we have lost. From learning the ropes of online
and hybrid, to working and correcting all the new challenges thrown our way, we are a strong and united community. We
have become so much stronger through this past year and it's something that we will be talking about for the rest of our
lives. NDV didn't just bounce back this year. It bounced forward, gaining new skill sets and working together as lifelong
learners. To all our NDV teachers, we couldn't have done it without you and we can't thank you enough for all your hard
work. We wish everyone a wonderful break and the best in the future."
Have a great summer everyone! Go Dragons!
Love, Student Council 2020-2021
Our 8th grade graduation activities began with a Mass for the graduates and
their immediate families followed by an afternoon ceremony in the schoolyard.
In lieu of a reception, families were given a beautiful gift basket and invited to
have their pictures taken in the auditorium.

Hiller family graduation picture
Pascal Savant
receiving his diploma

Nous Célébrons the NDV Class of 2017
Congratulations to the recent high school graduates!
Members of the NDV Class of 2017 will be attending great colleges across
the country, including Stanford, UC Berkeley, UC Riverside, USF, West Point,
Tufts, Georgetown, and the Rhode Island School of Design.
Go NDV Dragons!!
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Les Amis de NDV 2020-2021
Campaign Update
Thank you for your generous support for the Les Amis de NDV Campaign. Your
donations were instrumental in helping us meet the challenges facing the school
during this pandemic. With your help we were able to make the following
improvements and purchases:
• Increase internet bandwidth to handle the increased use for streaming hybrid
classes
• Improve ventilation by adding air conditioning and heating units in classrooms
• Make electrical upgrades to handle new ventilation systems
• Purchase iPads for grades 5 through 8
• Replace technology devices for teachers
• Purchase personal protective equipment and fund janitorial expenses for deep cleaning
• Invest in audiovisual equipment to help with classroom audio
• Establish the Teacher Scholarship Fund

Merci beaucoup for your generosity!

Alumni: Please let us know if you would prefer to receive the Salut! via email
(send an email to Alumni@ndvsf.org). Merci!

